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S.No Batch Student Name Company, Location Mode

1 KM6 Subhash Magdum HCL, Chennai Campus Recruitment

2 KM7 Jignesh Patel HCL, Chennai Campus Recruitment

3 KM7 Kotha Venkatesh HCL, Chennai Campus Recruitment

4 KM6 Nagarjuna G HCL, Chennai Campus Recruitment

5 KM8 Keerthana HCL, Chennai Campus Recruitment

6 KM6 Gopi Krishna Mogasati HCL, Bangalore Campus Recruitment

7 KM5 Narasimha Reddy HCL, Chennai Campus Recruitment

8 KM5 Siddhartha Palakurthy HCL, Chennai Off Campus

9 KM5 Venkat Vishweshwara HCL, Chennai Off Campus

10 KM5 Arvind singh eInfoChips, Ahmedabad Off Campus

11 KM5 Achyuth Sai Moschip Semiconductor, Hyderabad Off Campus

12 KM5 Gaurav Shiwach Makdiff, Hyderabad Off Campus

13 KM4 Shiva Niranjan HCL, Chennai Campus Recruitment

14 KM4 Mahipal Reddy HCL, Chennai Off Campus

15 KM4 Lalitha Jyothi Bharathula Robert Bosch, Bangalore Off Campus

16 KM4 Vamshi HCL, Chennai Off Campus

Our placement record so far



S.No Batch Student Name Company, Location Mode

18 KM4 Srikanth Ikano Communications, Bangalore Off Campus

19 KM4 Suresh L & T, Bangalore Off Campus

20 KM4 Kiran Kumar Reddy Qualcomm, Hyd Off Campus

21 KM3 Aakash Panwar Makdiff, Hyderabad Off Campus

22 KM3 Santosh Kumar FossilShale, Bangalore Off Campus

23 KM3 Poonam Deoghare eInfoChips, Pune Off Campus

24 KM2 Mohammad Khan HCL, Chennai Off Campus

25 KM2 Ramesh Sasken, Bangalore Off Campus

26 KM2 Srinivasa Rao Emtel, Bangalore Off Campus

27 KM2 Dhanunjaya AT & T Off Campus

28 KM2 Ravi Sagar Qualcomm, Hyderabad Off Campus

29 KM2 Ravindra K Qualcomm, Hyderabad Off Campus

30 KM2 Ramu Gottipati SAMSUNG, Bangalore Off Campus

31 KM2 Raja Mahender Robert Bosch, Bangalore Off Campus

32 KM2 Dilip Kumar HCL, Chennai Off Campus

33 KM1 Ashok Reddy Qualcomm, Hyderabad Off Campus

34 KM1 Santosh Qualcomm, Hyderabad Off Campus

35 KM1 Raj Kumar Sibridge Technologies, Ahmedabad Off Campus

36 KM1 Chandana Kishori Qualcomm, Hyderabad Off Campus

Our placement record so far





Students attending Written Test 



Our New Facility Inauguration



Student Testimonials



Hi I am Subhash Magdum (KM6) from Kolhapur (Maharashtra). I have completed my M.Sc.
Electronics from Shivaji University Kolhapur in 2013. I got a job in one small scale company, but I was not
interested to work in that domain. I was interested to work in Linux device driver development. Then I
decided to join any institute which will give me real time knowledge of Linux Device Drivers from basic
level. At that time one of my relatives suggested me Kernel Masters' name. Then I met Kishore sir, I told him
whatever my problems, sir explained me entire course structure. Sir has 12 + year of experience in real time
industry. Finally I decided to join kernel masters & I joined on 15th May 2014. This was the turning point of
my life.

When I joined Kernel Masters, at that time I didn’t have any knowledge on Linux. I started
learning here from very basic onwards. Sir gives a lot of support to learn all those things. I have learnt lot of
things in C at Kernel Masters. Kernel Masters is the only institute, where it is allowed to attend a class any
number of times. I was benefited a lot due to that flexibility of Kernel Masters.

After completion of course I did my touch screen project here. Sir assigns daily tasks to everyone
along with deadline. I tried my best to complete the tasks within that day only, because of that I learnt lot of
things like time management. Sir explained every project very well. I learnt lot of things from my friends
who are studying with me at Kernel Masters, special thanks to Kuldip, Samir & Jignesh Patel. I can never
forget this class in my life.

I got selected in HCL through Campus Recruitment from Kernel Masters for a good package. I can
say Kishore Kumar sir is behind whatever I am now.

Subhash Magdum
HCL, Bangalore, Selected in Campus Recruitment Drive at Kernel Masters

Batch : KM6



Before joining KM I was having an overview of the Linux kernel. But I was not able to impress the recruiters 
with my resume.

After Coming to KM I realized why My resume is not getting short listed. I have come to know what exactly
are the Industry expectations to recruit a candidate and where I am lagging. More over the course content
offered me to learn about open source tools &device driver mechanism from hardware to user space on
which I was unable to find enough guidance to learn and move on with the things.

Software &hardware platform up gradation on par with current industrial requirements is a great
opportunity that KM offers to anyone joining the institute.

The interview guidance at the flag end of the course is highly commendable that any one joining KM
will not deny. This is important phase that will make a you to land where you want to be.

To keep simply I can firmly say KM stands on its words "YOUR CAREER IS OUR GOAL".

I thank Kishore sir for inspiring me to be sincere in learning process
My best wishes to Kishore sir & to all the joiners of the KM.

Mogasati Gopikrishna
HCL, Bangalore, Selected in Campus Recruitment Drive at Kernel Masters

Batch : KM6



Hi to all this is Venkatesh Kotha. Recently I got selected in HCL through the Campus Recruitment drive that
happened in Kernel Masters.

I would like to share a few words about my experience with kernel masters. Firstly my embedded career
started from Basic Microcontroller. But I was not interested to continue my career with Embedded
Microcontroller. So I decided to join Advanced embedded systems course, and after much searching, I found
kernel masters.

After I joined in Kernel Masters, Kishore sir gave me excellent guidance. Then I felt I chose the right career by
coming here. I got selected in HCL only because of Kishore sir.

Before joining in kernel masters I searched for many institutes but I was not happy with their course
structure, because there is only theoretical process but not in practical way. Whoever comes to Kernel
Masters, they will be satisfied because the knowledge we receive here is both theoretical and practical. All
these factors made a road map to my success.

Kishore sir had given me an opportunity through HCL on campus drive. The course and the practical
knowledge I got from Kishore sir helped me in clearing all the technical rounds, and finally I was happy to be
one of the member from Kernel Master to get placed in an MNC like HCL. I am very thankful to Kernel
Masters and Kishore sir and my parents.

Venkatesh Kotha
HCL, Bangalore, Selected in Campus Recruitment Drive at Kernel Masters

Batch : KM6



Hi, I am Shiva, I got placed into HCL through Campus Placements at Kernel Masters. 

Kernel Masters is the only best institute that provides very good training and work
environment that exists in companies. No Other institute can beat KM in providing both
theoretical and practical exposure.

Trainer has depth knowledge on entire course structure. Lastly materials,tests, mock
interviews provided by the KM itself are sufficient to get into the companies.

My advice to the fresher's is just follow the instructions of KM, revise what you have learned
and clarify your doubts with instructor. These will be helpful further in your career.

I personally recommend KM for great embedded career.

Shiva Niranjan
HCL, Bangalore, Selected in Campus Recruitment Drive at Kernel Masters

Batch : KM6



Hello friends. Myself P.Narasimha Reddy. First of all I would like to thank Kishore sir for his co-operation for
learning the subject and to get a job. I got placed in HCL through campus recruitment at Kernel Masters.

I worked above 1 year on firmware. I visited so many institutes in Hyderabad and Bangalore to learn
Embedded Course. I observed that many institutes are offering the same course content but there is no
hardware equipment to practice. Some institutes are giving projects with course but they are out-dated.
Companies will always prefer the candidates who have knowledge on currently running technologies. 
Finally one of my friends advised me to attend classes at Kernel Masters. The projects provided here are on
currently used technologies by companies. The instructor guided me a lot on how to get command over the
subject as well as for the successful completion of thenproject.

One of the plus points at Kernel Masters is the environment. The management provided good student
friendly environment by which we will get good focus.

In the beginning I felt the course was hard to . But Kishore sir’s material helped me to understand the
subject easily. Whatever topics I felt hard to learn in Linux device drivers, KM allowed me to attend the same
in another batch. Kishore sir patiently spendt so much of time for clarifying the doubts. This helped me a lot
to learn the subject. The Mock interviews & interview quizzes has given me confidence to crack the
interview.

Narasimha Reddy
HCL, Bangalore, Selected in Campus Recruitment Drive at Kernel Masters

Batch: KM5



Gottipati Ramu
Embedded Software Engineer at Samsung R&D Institute, Blr
Now working at HCL, Chennai

Batch: KM2
"I had a little experience in Embedded systems with some theoretical knowledge on Linux environment and
system programming when I came to Kernel Masters.

I had learnt the theoretical part in another Embedded Systems training Institute but I did not get any
practical exposure so I could not quite understand the concepts and thats why I could not find a better job.
Then I joined in Kernel Masters after checking the course structure of Kernel Masters and their promise of a
completely practical oriented coaching. And true to what they promised, the instructor gave his lectures in a
practical environment. The instructor is having high knowledge in all concepts of Embedded Programming.
He personally spends his time with us in clarifying the doubts while doing the projects / class room sessions,
which we don't find in other institutes. The entire facility, hardware environment set up, real-time projects
were according to the current trends in the market.

The type of course structure and placement support they provide ,will help us to get a job easily in today's
competitive world. Kernel Masters has helped me build my career from the ground level to this current
position , an Embedded Software Engineer in SAMSUNG, with the best package I could Imagine.
My heartfelt thanks to Kernel Masters for making me grow from being a naive to a confident and
knowledgeable Embedded Systems professional."



"I am now with Cognizant, working as firmware developer. I had experience in Linux with basic knowledge. I
was so interested to get clear picture on Linux kernel, Linux Device Driver and how it works.

I joined in Kernel Masters. The course structure of Linux at Kernel Masters was so systematic and well
organized. Each and every topic was represented and covered very carefully by trainer. Really that is
recommendable.

The trainer is knowledgeable in all concepts of Embedded Programming and personally he spent his time
with us to clarify projects / class room sessions, which I could not find in other institutes. One thing I have to
say about the Kernel Masters, they arranged Quiz session after completion of each and every topic to get
clearer picture on covered topic. I enjoyed lot and gained my knowledge.

After completion of the course "Linux kernel and device driver" in Kernel Masters, I gained my knowledge
on Linux kernel and Linux device driver which helps me to work in my client project.
My thanks to Kernel Masters for making me knowledgeable on Linux kernel and Linux device driver."

Sabyasachi Mandal
Software Engineer II at CTS, Hyderabad.
Batch: KM1



At 5 AM, 14th of June 2013, I came to Hyderabad, at 7 AM I met Mr. Kishore Kumar, the instructor of Kernel 
Masters. 

In the beginning I didn't know much about this institute but I decided to join here after speaking to Kishore
sir.

At the time of joining I didn't have any real time experience and I didn't know about current embedded
trends. Kernel Masters helped me to know the present trends. The instructor provides a practical
environment to all the students. According to my thinking, Kernel Masters is the best place for a bright
future in Embedded Systems industry. The instructor has the good knowledge in Linux device drivers, system
programming and Android devices.

Now in the end a big thanks to Kernel Masters.

"Thank you Mr. Kishore for helping me in having a bright future ahead"

Aakash Panwar
Bluetooth Device Driver Developer at makdiff wireless labs.

Batch: KM3



I am Arvind Singh, working as a Software Engineer in a reputed semiconductor company and it is all due to 
Kernel Masters.

I am a 2012 passed out. Previously I have done an embedded course, but that didn’t provide me enough
knowledge to get a job. I came to know about Kernel Masters through one of my friends.

After joining, I simply followed my instructor's guidance as he is having so much of experience and
knowledge.

My instructor’s teaching techniques are ultimate. I can only say that we will not find this type of
environment and real time exposure to the projects anywhere else in Hyderabad or in any other city also.

The quote of Kernel Masters: "YOUR CAREER IS OUR GOAL" is very much true and is equally justified by
Kernel Masters’ instructors, as they give more 100% to make their students get to greater heights.

At the end I will recommend everyone who wants to get into a good reputed semiconductor company: “Do
join Kernel Masters you will surely get a good job after completion of the course”. And thanks a lot Kernel
Masters once again, for grooming me and my career.

Arvind Singh
eInfoChips, Ahmedabad
Batch: KM5



Kernel Masters is the place where a fresher and even an experienced guy will get an excellent exposure to
current technologies in Embedded Domain. The best part of Kernel Masters is, it will provide us company
environment, while training we feel as if we are getting trained in a company under a techie having sound
technical knowledge. Whatever the projects we have done here are real-time projects. After completion of
the project, we get an additional feeling and confidence that we have done real-time projects, which will
help us with increased confidence to face a Technical as well as HR interview.
I am really thankful to Kernel Masters for the support and assistance they gave, that helped me to sustain in
the current market. I suggest all of you to join this course to improve your technical skills and get a job in the
best embedded domain companies.

Ravi Sagar Pyarasani
Software Engineer at Qualcomm, Hyd
Batch: KM2

Kernel Masters is the best institute for those who are interested to work in the domains like Linux Device
Drivers and Embedded Linux. The instructor is fully experienced, so we can get real time practical knowledge.
My advice is to follow the classes regularly and do the practical, and then you can achieve your target. The
Instructor covers all the concepts from start to end. The only thing is, you should work hard, these concepts
are more than enough to get a good job.

Srikanth
Ikanos Communications , Bangalore
Batch: KM4



"Before I joined in kernel masters I don’t know anything about Android & Embedded Linux. The trainer has
explained each and every thing from scratch on-wards that we never get it in any institute. He has a good
knowledge on EMBEDDED LINUX. I got knowledge from KM that is what we required to withstand in any
embedded organization.
They have stood on their caption “your career is our goal”.

The training is purely industry oriented one. I utilized Lab that they have provided, it’s very good. The
hardware is totally regarding present trend means so many companies are working on that hardware. I got
the Success from KM. I am totally satisfied with the course and I would like to recommend it. Thanks to

KERNEL MASTERS."

Ravindra K

Software Engineer at Qualcomm, India
Batch: KM2



Hi Friends, I would like to share a few words about my experience with Kernel Masters. Many people have
knowledge, but they don't know how to use it. Basically the problem is, it is difficult to find proper guidance
for our knowledge.
When I entered Kernel Masters, I had raw knowledge but it was not sufficient to get a job. After I joined in
Kernel Masters, Kishore sir gave me excellent guidance.
The advantages at Kernel Masters are: High- end Hardware is available at anytime for Practice. Real-time
projects are provided. Course and projects are conducted under corporate like environment where the
instructor assigns tasks, just like a lead does in a company. Kishore sir is always available for doubts
clarification. All these factors helped me to be a successful person now. I am very thankful to Kernel Masters
and Kishore sir.

Venkata Visweswarachari
Software Engineer at HCL, Chennai
Batch: KM5

Hi friends, I strongly recommend kernel masters to those who are likely to learn Embedded systems, Linux
device drivers, Linux system programming and looking to get jobs in Embedded Platform. The interview
questions discussed in classes were helped me a lot. I got good practial exposure in embedded systems
through kernel masters. I would like to thank kishor sir, for delivering his knowledge in embedded systems
through Kernel Masters.

Achyuth Sai Vadrevu
Moschip Semiconductor, Hyderabad
Batch: KM5



Siddhartha Palakurthy
HCL, Chennai
Batch : KM5

Kishore Kumar's teaching methodology is very good. He provided me a systematic course structure which
includes the pre requisites of the course and Linux system programming and device driver programming,
embedded Linux concepts and real time projects. I was provided personal guidance from him and the
materials he provided in addition to this placement assistance program made me to get through the
interview easily . I got benefited from the real time experience I got by doing the project.

Raj Kumar Thavti
Sibridge Technologies, Ahmedabad
Batch: KM1

My name is Rajkumar Thavti, I would like to say few words about KM, as I have been benefited by them
technically.
I can say KM is a place where we can get practical oriented real-time coaching. Their training and
methodology helps us boost our career exponentially.
The unique thing which makes KM ahead of other training institutes is their Real time oriented practical
training, we feel as if we are going to a company and working on real-time things rather than going to an
institute. That's the uniqueness of KM.
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Placement Assistance Program

• Regular placement support sessions to provide guidance on the real
time industrial scenarios.

• Sessions by KM students who got placed and are working in
industry, to share there experiences, success tips and challenges
they faced.

• Individual interview guidance based on job profile will be provided.
• Resume preparation to suit industry requirements. 
• After course completion, revision sessions are conducted in 

interview oriented fashion.
• During placement support a huge interview questionnaire collected

from various companies' interviews will be provided for
preparation.

• Mock interviews/ quizzes/slip tests will be conducted for interview
practice.



Highlights about Kernel Masters
• We provide real-time projects and academic projects to

M.Tech students along with Embedded Linux Development
courses.

• We have trained about 110 students so far, in 5 batches.
• About 50% of them are working professionals who found

our course useful for their career growth.
• 37 students got placements in the best Embedded Firms so

far with the help of our placement support program.
• 15 students got placements in HCL, Chennai till now.
• HCL, Chennai has conducted campus recruitment Drive at

our campus and selected 8 students. There are more visits
scheduled in future.



Our Commitment

• Our goal is to produce Well-Trained Embedded Systems
professional resources which the industry is looking for.

• 100% Placement guaranteed. As a proof of our confidence
we charge for placement support only after you get
placement.

• We know the capability of the courses we are providing
and the demand it has in the current industry. That is why
we say, we can GUARANTEE 100% PLACEMENTS. No false
promises for marketing. It is very direct, if you do the
course with utmost commitment, we will help you find the
right job with our effective placement support. This is OUR
COMMITMENT.






